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ing up any animals that showed signs of going too far.   In
such circumstances a thirsting camel might easily give one the
slip in an attempt to return to water.   Its chance of success
would be slender indeed, but that would be little consolation
for an irretrievable loss, for we had no more animals than we
needed.   The sun blazed down on us, and some of the men
clamoured to prolong the halt until the noontide heat should
abate, but Zayid resisted them firmly.   It was madness to
waste time now.   We were more than half-way across the
desert, having covered about 200 miles.   We were about
as far from water as we could be—in any direction,—and
there was at any rate nothing to be hoped for either from
retreat or from the diversion of our course to north or south.
Nowhere in all the length and breadth of Arabia could our
situation in relation to water be paralleled.   Even elsewhere,
for instance in the Libyan desert and the Sahara, such a
situation  would  be  rarely  encountered;    and the  only
similar case of an outstandingly long journey between water-
points which has since come to my notice is that of Rohlfs,
who in 1874 travelled from the Dakhila oasis to Siwa, a dis-
tance of about 400 miles over waterless country, in 30 days.
But he experienced the blessing of a cloud-burst about a
third of the way across, which flooded the desert and enabled
the traveller both to water his camels and to replenish his
water-skins.
It is always difficult, and perhaps a little invidious, to com-
pare achievements prima, facie of similar character though
necessarily conditioned by minor variations of time, season,
place and circumstances in general. Nevertheless Rohlfs'
journey affords so close a parallel to our own crossing of this
waterless desert, and his story (published in German1 more
than half a century ago) is so difficult of access to the ordinary
English reader, that a brief account of the outstanding features
of his march, as compared with my own experiences, may not
be altogether without interest at this point.
In the first place his journey was undertaken under the
authority and patronage of the Khedive Isma'il Pasha just as
*Drei Monatein der Ubyschen Witete by Gertord Rohlfs, published by
Theodor Fischer at Cassel in 1875.

